about. From a practical standpoint, more highly trained vets in developing countries will be better equipped to limit the spread of the many emerging disease threats, perhaps preventing them from becoming a problem for your association’s members in future.

We will, of course, recognize support given by our association members both at individual CE meetings and on our other communications platforms. We will also provide you with regular updates on the program.

**HOW YOU CAN HELP**

We have a well-established network and the expertise we need to deliver WSAVA CE globally. What we lack is the financial resource. Some of our financially stronger member associations already help us and we thank them for their long-standing commitment. CE has also been underpinned by our industry partners but, as they focus their resources into new areas of our work, their contribution to CE has reduced. We hope that more of our member associations from the developed world will now step up to help us drive forward WSAVA CE and help us to help even more of our global colleagues in the future.

If your association would consider supporting our work, we would be most grateful.

**GET IN TOUCH**

If you’d like to find out more about supporting WSAVA CE, please contact WSAVA CEO Arpita Bhose at

yourwsava@wsava.org

---

**CONTACT US**

+44 7986 797378

72 Melville Street, Dundas, Ontario Canada L9H 2A1

www.wsava.org

admin@wsava.org

---

**WSAVA CONTINUING EDUCATION**

Help us to raise standards of companion animal veterinary care around the world

www.wsava.org
WHAT WE DO
The WSAVA CE Committee supports our veterinary association members by:

Providing world-class speakers and support to run CE events for in countries where access to international standard CE is limited and or unaffordable

Helping them to take the first steps towards resourcing and running their own CE programs

Running outreach programs

Our programs empower veterinarians in their learning and development and have even been shown to enhance veterinary undergraduate teaching. Delegate feedback consistently confirms their enthusiasm for and appreciation of WSAVA CE.

WHO ARE WE?
In developed countries, WSAVA members benefit from regular continuing education (CE) but our members in parts of the world where companion animal practice is still emerging are less fortunate and can be impeded from providing the standard of care to which they aspire by a lack of relevant CE.

As an association, we aim to advance the health and welfare of companion animals through creating an educated, collaborative global community of veterinary peers. In order to achieve this goal, we must ensure that all companion animal practitioners have access to the education they need with WSAVA CE a cornerstone of our work since our formation 60 years ago.

In 2018, we held 35 events, attended in total by more than 3,000 veterinarians. Going forward we want to continue this work and have plans to develop a digital WSAVA CE program in order to share the expertise of our speakers even more widely.

WHAT IS IN IT FOR YOUR ASSOCIATION?
Supporting the education of your colleagues enables your association to show leadership and to deliver on its corporate responsibility goals. At an individual level, it gives your members an opportunity to lend a helping hand to their global colleagues with the aim of improving the care of the companion animals we all care so passionately